100% natural wood fibre

LIGHT COLOUR
WOOD FIBRE SOFTBOARD
for WHITE- AND PINBOARDS
www.skano.com/fibreboard

Benefits
Light colour: Skano wood fibre softboard is made of fresh, high quality
Nordic spruce. Carefully selected wood gives the board a light colour
throughout, making Skano softboard perfect underneath light or pale
colour fabrics when used in notice- or pinboard production.
Staple retention: Homogeneous texture and uniform density provide good
pin and staple retention, while pressing of pins into the board remains easy.
Cheap: Light weight of wood fibre softboard makes it a cheaper alternative
to heavier medium or high density fibreboard in cores of whiteboards.
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Health and Quality
Skano softboard consists 100% of wood, no adhesives are added during
production process. Wood fibre softboard does not contain allergens and
thus is friendly to office and school environment.
Modern production line of Skano Fibreboard OÜ grants flatness of panels
and precise thickness, both necessary for high-quality whiteboard cores
and for pinboards.
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Cheaper to Handle
Wood fibre softboards is easier to cut than many synthetic alternatives,
medium density fibreboard or hardboard. Cutting tools remain clean and
sharp even after months of intensive work.
Bulk storage does not require any extra ventilation.
Recycling of the wood fibre softboard is cheaper compared to synthetic
alternatives.
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Environmentally Friendly
World-wide fossil fuel resources are limited and plastics take years
to decay. Excessive concentration of plastic particles in air may
cause problems to human health, but also to nature in general.
Wood, instead, is renewable resource and makes Skano light colour wood
fibre softboard perfect material for pinboards.
Skano Chain of Custody system meets FSC Mix Credit requirements.
It just takes a few adjustments in our day to make a shift towards
sustainability and reduce our ecological footprints on the globe.
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References
Skano Fibreboard OÜ has been producing wood fibre softboard since 1968
and it is sold to more than 40 countries today. Some of the many satisfied
customers in pin- and whiteboard segment are:

United Kingdom
Portugal
Australia
Oman
Russia
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- Sundeala Ltd.
- Bi-silque SA
- Whiteboards Australia Pty. Ltd.
- Cathedral Office Products
- Gulf Resources International LLC
- Kventon OOO

